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REPORT & QUESTIONS BY SOME BROTHERS
(1) 28 October 2010: LANCEWOOD HAM FLAVOURED COTTAGE CHEESE
Sent by the Brothers to SANHA Halaal Helpline: “Subject – SANHA
Certified Ham Flavours - Assalamu Alaikum respected Brothers, We found
this very disturbing. SANHA certified product that purports to be Ham
Flavoured - Lancewood Cottage Cheese. Kindly advise on the situation
and the stance of SANHA with due regards. Please find attached
pictures taken with my cell phone. The product was seen in a Checkers
store on Sunday 24th October 2010. I tried to find the batch number
but there was none.”
We (The Majlis) wrote to the Brother for further information. The
Brother responded as follows: “I personally observed this product at
Checkers Newcastle. It has a SANHA logo on it. I wrote to SANHA and
below is their reply:
“Indeed, it is an embedded policy of SANHA that any ‘product
name’ which has a connotation with Haraam cannot be considered for
Halal certification. The matter has been reported to us and our Cape
Town office have addressed the deviation with Lancewood. This has been
an error on the part of their printer which we concur is not
acceptable.”
(2) “ On 4 November 2010 my wife went shopping to do some grocery
buying at Shoprite in Port Elizabeth. Cottage cheese is one of our
favourites. During the course of the day, after I had some
cottage-cheese sandwiches which did not taste good as usual, I assumed
that the cheese was not fresh. Imagine my consternation when I
examined the tub to check for the expiry date. I could not believe the
filth I had consumed. The words: HAM FLAVOURED, shocked the guts out
of me. This was not enough. When my eyes beheld the SANHA HALAAL LOGO,
my heart missed a beat, and my fury had no limits. Losing my temper, I
said extremely harsh words to my wife, using even haraam expletives.
She responded that she thought the cheese was halaal because it had
SANHA’s logo, and that the word ‘ham’ must just have been a
name, not real pork. A heated exchange followed between us in which I
reviled her and SANHA. In consequence, my marriage has been rocked
severely. We are now estranged. My wife has gone to her parents. Will
it be permissible in the Shariah for me to sue SANHA for the trauma,
the break-up of my marriage, the violation of my religious rights and
feelings, etc.?
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ANSWER
BROTHERS! While this rotten, stinking, carrion affair is lamentable,
shocking and disgusting, it is not at all surprising. The Muslim
public is dealing with the flagship of the MAITAH (CARRION)
CORPORATION, viz. SANHA. Carrion-Halaalizing is the only profession of
this contemptible organization. SANHA’s self-defence with its stock
response of ‘error’ mocks the intelligence of Muslims. This
miserable argument of ‘error’ is the justification which SANHA has
perennially advanced for several of its pork-pig-ham-vark debacles.
These ‘errors’ have seen Muslims devouring SANHA’s ‘halaal’
pork. This is not the first kind of the ‘halaal’ pig-errors.
Another Brother wrote informing us of SANHA’s Radio Shaitaan
attempt to salvage its carrion image on this ham issue. The planned
and doctored question aired on Radio Shaitaan states: “There is a
SANHA logo on some products including Smoked Ham. Is this an error?”
(Note: The ‘error’ gimmick has been designed specifically to
water-down the gravity of the carrion-pork certification notoriety.).
Responding, to this SANHA’s question, SANHA’s spokesman, said:
“Yes, this is one of those errors that we are addressing
immediately. Alhamdulillah. So, err err they are discontinuing this
packaging err err err all future packaging on this product will be
without the SANHA logo.”
SANHA has absolutely no skin left on its carrion face. Note the
following deception and incongruencies:
(1) That the ‘errors’ would be addressed “immediately”. This
assurance was announced by SANHA on Radio Shaitaan (The Devil’s
Appendage) about two weeks ago. Yet on 4 November 2010, SANHA’s
certified HAM was still on the shelves of the supermarkets
COUNTRYWIDE, and it will remain there until every confounded tub of
vark is sold- and who knows how many Muslims have already devoured the
pig product, and how many more will still ruin their Imaan by
ingesting the SANHA certified ‘halaal’ HAM!!!
It should be well understood that these big non-Muslim business
entrepreneurs don’t care two hoots – they don’t care a damn for
the flabby and obsequious whimper of ‘objection’ which the carrion
purveyor makes. These firms have fully understood that the carrion
halaalizers are only after money, hence they take no notice of their
feeble ‘complaints’ In fact, the non-Muslim firms who hold the
haraam ‘halaal’ certificates of these Carrion Halaalizers scoff,
scorn and mock at these spineless ‘Muslim’ bodies whom they are
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paying huge sums of riba for carrion licensing certificates.
The fact that two weeks after SANHA was alerted of its halaalized
HAM, the position remains the same, testifies to the deception and
utter worthlessness of the “immediate” assurance given by SANHA
via its mouthpiece, Radio Devil.
(2) SANHA has abortively tried to gloss over the gravity of this
issue by dismissing it as “one of those errors”. Yet, it is one of
those errors which is responsible for pork consumption by Muslims. On
the basis of the SANHA logo, Muslims have been and are still consuming
the halaalized VARK.
(3) The recurrence of such deliberate ‘errors’ is uncontrollable.
It has happened in the past with several haraam products. It is
happening right now, and it will continue to occur on a regular basis.
It is humanly impossible to monitor millions of items which the vile
Carrion Clique is halaazing.
(4) There is ABSOLUTELY NO MUSLIM SUPERVISION at these carrion
processing plants. There is ABSOLUTELY NO PERMANENT MUSLIM SUPERVISION
at any of these factories and processing plants. There is NO so-called
Halaal Chain of which the Carrion Bodies speak and deceive Muslims.
Muslims have become addicted to devouring numerous haraam products on
the basis of the ‘halaal’ logos of the Carrion Certifiers.
(5) The thousands of tubs of SANHA’s halaalized HAM will NOT be
removed from the shelves. The PIG products will not be thrown to the
dogs or rats by the business world. Every tub of ham will be sold. The
fact that two weeks after being made aware, the supermarkets are still
selling the ‘halaalized’ HAM should be sufficient proof for this.
(6) If SANHA truly had a full-proof system of supervision and
inspection, it would have detected the ‘error’ the very day when
the first tub of vark went on to the supermarket shelves. While
several haraam products certified by SANHA had been discovered, every
discovery was made by a member of the public.
THE ONLY SOLUTION FOR THIS PERENNIAL CARRION PROBLEM IS TO ABSTAIN
FROM CONSUMING THE CARRION WHICH THESE HARAAM HALAALIZING
ORGANIZATIONS CERTIFY.
ALL MEAT AND CHICKEN PRODUCTS CERTIFIED BY ‘HALAAL’ CERTIFICATE
FABRICATORS ARE HARAAM
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